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View of Product

Pack Contents Assembly Instructions
1. Ball Storage Sideframes (FEQ090)
a) 2 x Sideframe (PEQ090)
b) 1 x Fittings Pack (FPK026)

Fig.1

IMPORTANT PLEASE READ THE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
CAREFULLY BEFORE STARTING TO ASSEMBLE YOUR
STORAGE UNIT

2. Ball Storage Support Bars (FEQ089)
a) 8 x Support Bars (PEQ091)
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Position one sideframe (1) on its side to make it easier to fit the support bars (2).

Start by attaching the top two bars by lining up the ends of the bars with the holes
in the sideframe, placing a washer (4) on the other side and bolting with an M8*25

Set Screw (3). The top two bars need to be placed on the two inside holes, as shown in
Fig.2.
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Insert the bottom two bars using the same method as step 1, only this time make
sure the bars are positioned on the outer two holes, as shown in Fig.3. Placing
these bars different distances apart will enable the storage unit to hold various ball

sizes Repeat this process on the other sideframe, then fit the middle four bars in the
same manor. The middle bars can be positioned to personal preference or to suit certain
ball types. As you can see from Fig.4, as a suggestion, the middle bars are offset to allow
for easier access to balls stored in the middle section.
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3
Place rubber caps (5) onto the bottom of each leg. This will prevent the storage
unit from scratching or damaging sports hall floors.
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Tools Required

(included within FPK026)

3. 16 x M8*25 Set Screw (BOL540)
4. 16 x M8 Skiffy Washer (BOL722)
5. 4 x Rubber Foot Cap (CAP815)

Code: Product:

- 13mm Spanner


